


Exceptional comfort for all your shampoo services.

The shampoo service is a key part
of any salon’s menu of services
and impacts every other procedure
offered.
Salons are changing and it all
starts with the smapoo service.

Now customers can experience theNow customers can experience the
rst-class comfort of lying back in a
chair that gently envelops the body.
The YUME iXi also features a space
saving footprint that ensures an easy
t in salons of all sizes and the stylist
friendly design facilitates the shampoo
process. The result is a new concept inprocess. The result is a new concept in
shampoo service that will delight
customers and salons alike.

Webbing technology in the seat
gives customers wrap-around
comfort for that just-like-you’re-
sleeping feeling.
A new neck device, specially
developed for the YUMEiXi will
ensure proper neck and headensure proper neck and head
support for minimal strain and
exceptional comfort.
By using seat cushions that use
webbing technology to t
themselves to the customer’s 
body, the YUME can comfortably
accommodate clients of all sizes.accommodate clients of all sizes.

For clients under 5’2” a slide out
footstep allows them to get in
and out of the chair smoothly
and sit comfortably.

A foot switch at the rear allows
the shampoo technician to make
quick seat adjustments.quick seat adjustments.

The YUME iXi neck device offers
the ultimate comfort. This device
supports a client’s neck and head
at three points with gel cushions,
reducing neck strain and ensuring
a comfortable experience.



Model SH-YMIX for Standing Technician Model SH-YMIXL for Seated Technician
Two models available

Designed specically for use with the Yume this neck
device supports a customer’s neck and head at three
points with gel cushions, reducing neck strain and
ensuring a truly comfortable shampoo experience.

Spray head in shower mode Low splash foaming mode

Upholstery: GL2

Upholstery: GL1

Upholstery: GL3

Upholstery GL4
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